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Teaching Children to Write
2013-10-18

a recent ofsted report identified the fact that while many teachers were confident about their teaching of
reading too many are neglecting the teaching of writing in the literacy hour this book building on the process
approach adopted by both national literacy strategy and national curriculum 2000 addresses the fundamental
question how do you teach writing pam hodson and deborah jones provide teachers with practical strategies
support through a clear and concise rationale and explicit explanation of the different stages of the writing
process this theoretical perspective is the basis of differentiated writing frames provided for the classroom use
of teachers and pupils alike thus invaluable support is given to teachers and student teachers of writing across
a wide range of genres throughout reception key stages 1 and 2 and in the early secondary years

How Children Learn to Write
2002-07-25

this book is a useful addition to any staff library what makes it different to many other similar books is that it
shows teachers that speaking listening and reading create the foundations for writing tested in schools staff
said it is a very useful framework for action research based upon secure theory when deciding classroom
strategies it is easy to find what you are looking for and the chapter summaries are very helpful some of the
staff development and training suggestions are very practical and we are trying them out we found the
emphasis upon class novels and the class discussion that follows very important especially when linked to the
excellent examples of children s writing this book may appear to some as theoretical and academic but this is
why it will be valuable it does what the title says because it shows how children learn to write it starts at the
beginning and saves diving into the latest trend perhaps its best recommendation is that every school that was
asked to look at it said it s good and we have ordered a copy john lilly independent education consultant the
chapter on the taxonomy of writing purposes will be useful for planning and those on extending and enhancing
writing will definitely be helpful in many day to day situations nicholas bielby times educational supplement
this book outlines the processes which are involved when children learn to write the author shows how certain
strategies can improve children s progress in writing dealing with the age range three to 13 the book
addresses issues to do with the gender gap children with english as an additional language left handedness
dorothy latham includes ideas for sound and easy ongoing assessment of writing the book is written in line
with the requirements of the english national curriculum and the national literacy strategy framework for
england but is not limited to them topics also covered include brain development and structures the
acquisition of speech language and thinking working memory secretarial skills stages in compositional
development writing purposes and cross curricular applications strategies for improving self generated
writing using reading to improve writing using speech and drama to improve writing and ten ways to improve
children s writing this book is for serving teachers in schools wishing to study the subject in further depth and
as a source book for students useful for school based staff inset it provides simple activities for teachers to do
and discuss

Helping Children to Write
1990

dorothy latham includes ideas for sound and easy ongoing assessment of writing and shows how certain
strategies can improve children s progress in writing

How Children Learn to Write
2002-09-16

explores the writing crisis that plagues america s families classrooms and state houses and describes the
methods by which children can learn to write well

Growing Up Writing
1989

strong writing skills are essential for success in school college and on the job in 99 ways to get kids to love
writing educator mary leonhardt provides parents with practical easy to follow tips on how to teach their



children the fundamentals of writing and make it fun for them at the same time here are just a few of her
nuggets of advice always be encouraging about your children s writing don t worry about teaching grammar to
kids when they are just beginning to write most grammar knowledge is acquired rather than directly learned
provide plenty of writing material encourage your preschool children to dictate stories to you leonhardt follows
up with 10 easy ways to teach them grammar essential tools for all budding writers

99 Ways to Get Kids to Love Writing
2010-07-07

harvey s wiener shows how parents can encourage their children to write with a home program that can be
used from preschool through high school beginning with the building of attitudes wiener moves through
simple varied and practical experience with the written word by setting up an atmosphere in the home that
encourages creative written expression coupled with a parent s guidance in writing children gain an outlook
on writing that builds confidence in their abilities to use language this new edition addresses many heated
issues about children s education and touches on today s critical debates parents roles in school preparations
the increased stress on writing assessment and performance measures throughout a child s education and
across school sectors and the debate over phonics a revised and expanded section called key books for young
writers and their parents will help any family stock its shelves with useful books for a home writing program a
new chapter discusses the ubiquity of home computers and word processing programs and assesses their
positive and negative influences on children s home learning experiences in addition wiener describes how to
find the best educational online resources and how to supervise a child s work on the internet furthermore he
emphasizes the importance of collaboration child and parent child and sibling to help avoid computer abuse
and establish good computer practices finally he integrates discussion on computers through the text and also
offers writing exercises and samples for children to obtain from oxford s website

Any Child Can Write
2003-02-06

noting the improvement that has occurred in the teaching of writing since the introduction of the process
approach to instruction this book offers suggestions for still more improvement and for solving the problems
that arise in the teaching of writing the first section of the book stresses the importance of letting children
write and of building a curriculum on writing while the second section discusses the various stages of the
writing process and how they can be incorporated into a balanced writing program the third section reviews
writing topics detailing the problems of imposed topics and the secrets of successful ones in addition this
section offers suggestions for assisting children in developing their topics in a number of subject areas the
fourth section discusses the conference approach to writing stressing both its difficulties and its strengths the
fifth section poses 10 questions teachers should ask about writing including 1 what is the importance of
writing 2 what differences are there between speech and writing 3 what are the stages in writing development
and 4 how can poetry writing be taught the sixth section contains six special studies dealing with children s
writing and the last section offers tips for writing teachers in the areas of language usage grammar and style fl

Every Child Can Write!
1981

i would recommend this book to anyone interested in young children s development as writers its clarity and
easy flowing style not only make it a good read but would provide an invaluable support to schools that want to
be more explicit in explaining their view of children s writing development to parents gaec newsletter written
in a clear and straightforward style which makes it immediately accessible to those for whom developmental
writing is not familiar territory but who are concerned to understand what it involves reading this is a
practical guide to implementing and sustaining a developmental approach to writing in the early years it is
intended for all those int

Helping Children to Write
1993-08-28

suggests more than fifty games to help children become skilled and confident writers with specific activities to
improve handwriting learn the alphabet and expand vocabulary



Helping Children Write
1954

let s write offers a wealth of suggestions for approaches to developing primary school pupils writing skills that
will capture the children s interest while enabling them to improve their ability to express themselves in
writing it aims to meet the requirements of the new national curriculum for english at ks2 in a way that will
develop the children s standard of writing by presenting activities that they will find enjoyable and stimulating
throughout the book the emphasis is on providing activities that will engage the pupils in a discussion of how
texts are structured before producing their own writing john foster suggests a range of imaginative tasks that
both literacy specialists and non specialists will find useful in developing children ability to write coherently
and correctly let s write includes a clear explanation of the writing process with activities designed to improve
pupils drafting skills examples of the different types of writing for pupils to analyse which they can use as
models for their own writing a range of imaginative ideas for writing tasks together with suggestions of
curriculum opportunities for practising particular forms writing challenges which can be used to stretch more
able writers and thus to introduce differentiation by task as well as by outcome writing tips for example on
sentence structure and paragraph structure appropriate to the different types of writing activities involving
pupils in the assessment of their writing a section on writing correctly focussing on grammar spelling and
punctuation a section containing games and activities designed to extend pupils vocabulary let s write
provides teachers with a lively collection of resources that will be welcomed by teachers and that will help to
develop children s writing

Games for Writing
1995

this guide covers the writing of picture books plots and planning teenage fiction and non fiction books the
author also deals with the business side of publishing including market research and finding a publisher

Let's Write
2014-01-21

addressed to early childhood educators in scotland this guide shows how adults working in preschool and early
primary school settings can maximize children s interest knowledge and skills in writing and actively foster the
disposition to be a writer following an introduction the guide is presented in four parts part 1 teaching writing
3 8 focuses on the role of preschool and primary school environments in promoting emergent literacy makes
suggestions for nourishing children s enthusiasm for writing and examines the importance of a responsive
curriculum for fostering interest in print and literacy part 2 print and forming letters concerns what children
need to learn what they see as important and what they understand about letter writing this part also presents
suggestions for identifying children s current level of understanding modeling print and letter formation and
incorporating mistakes as part of the learning process part 3 writing is important focuses on the importance of
learning the functions of writing the role of the family in early writing and what educators need to know and
do regarding the intentions formats and functions of writing suggestions are offered for providing writing
opportunities and for supporting children as writers part 4 stories discusses how a story telling environment
enhances early writing the characteristics of children s early stories how adults can prompt children s stories
how they can teach children to write stories and the role of writing as a social and personal activity the guide
includes numerous examples from practice and questions for reflection contains a list of 12 references and
suggested readings kb

Writing a Children's Book
2004

part of a series designed to provide practical ideas parents can use to help children become readers this
booklet focuses on how to encourage young children to write the booklet describes the kinds of writing that
children do offers suggestions on how to encourage children to experiment with spelling and urges parents not
to be overly concerned with the correctness of their young child s writing the booklet provides specific
activities for parents such as 1 practicing writing 2 providing the child with easy access to writing materials 3
celebrating children s authorship 4 valuing their writing 5 reading to the child 6 encouraging a child s
storytelling and 7 encouraging children s teachers to incorporate writing as part of the daily curriculum a list
of 11 recommended books and articles and a list of resources available from the international reading



association are appended rs

Writing it Right?
1998

writing for children is not about writing little stories it is about writing big stories shorter children s literature
is an art form in its own right and this book is for everyone who wants not just to write for children but to
write well for them this short guide to creative writing for children is based on the author s own successful ma
course andrew melrose provides guidance on every aspect of the process of writing for children he stresses
the importance of writing for the child and not writing to or at them literacy and learning depend on writing
and reading and it is therefore the responsibility of the writer to understand who they are writing for the book
is divided into four sections which cover all aspects of the writing process this book goes far beyond the how
to format to help writers learn the finely balanced craft of writing for children it will be an indispensable
handbook for aspiring and practising children s authors

You Can Help Your Young Child with Writing
1989

this book brings together a collection of essays on the teaching of writing it is a companion to prue goodwin s
the literate classroom and the articulate classroom and aims to augment our existing knowledge about the
teaching and learning of writing stimulate thought and provoke discussion about writing offer a blend of
theory and practice give food for thought and ideas for teaching writing to primary age children the topic of
writing is one which is under the spotlight with increasing regularity as politicians and policy makers move on
from reading as an issue this has already happened in england where the national literacy strategy is urging
more emphasis on the teaching of writing to remedy weaknesses in this area

Write for Children
2004-01-14

writing for children updated new chapter how to write a metafiction picture book kids and books they just go
together children s picture books are an addictive passion you love reading to kids and wish that you could
read one of your own now you can make that dream a reality writing illustrated picture books for children can
seem deceptively simple you must tell a complete story in less than 1000 words and less than 350 words is
best characters grow and change and keep the reader emotionally invested while also giving the illustrator
great possibilities for the art it s a balancing act all the way around writing teacher and author of over a dozen
children s books darcy pattison explains the craft of writing children s picture books you ll learn why format
matters how to appeal to kids and parents how to write a read aloud friendly book and much more pattison
provides tips on writing editing and marketing your manuscript to publishers if you like detailed writing guides
plenty of contemporary examples and practical worksheets then you ll love darcy pattison s guidance on
creating your own masterpiece that will fascinate generations of young readers

The Writing Classroom
2013-07-04

there are so many ways practitioners can get children ready for writing and alistair explores these in this step
by step practical guide starting with the theory this book takes practitioners through the developmental stages
looks at gender differences in mark making and then provides some innovative ideas for intervention such as
dough gym and writing like a jedi alistair is convinced that once practitioners understand the developmental
stages of becoming a mark maker from palm gripping to shoulder pivot and are given the tried and tested
activities to use they will see a significant difference in progress

How to Write a Children's Picture Book
2011-10-15

creativity comes in lots of different packages and not just the ones marked with a red tick or a gold star
creative writing for kids helps children relax and have fun with creative writing all the work in the creative
writing for kids series has been used in classrooms workshops private classes and individual one to one



lessons as well as by children working independently at home the exercises in this book are suitable for ages 7
14 the work includes activities that can be adapted for different abilities as well as more advanced exercises
for budding authors and poets

Getting Ready to Write
2013

advocates the use of games and riddles to increase word skills describes the use of drawings and photographs
to initiate composition and sets forth a program designed to encourage writing

Creative Writing for Kids vol 1 & 2
2015-07-06

if you want to write a children s book then get how to write a children s book by a person with real life
experience and knowledge in this topic if you have ever wanted to write a true children s classic then you must
dive into a child s mind to see what makes them tick within the pages of this guide all your questions will be
expertly answered in a way that is simple and easy to read follow along and discover how a children s story is
written from finding out what a child prefers to read to getting the most from your marketing efforts every
aspect from beginning to end is covered within the pages of this guide understand why some children s books
such as a dr seuss classic succeed while other seemingly well written children s books fail within this guide
you will understand what components of a story make up a children s story and how to keep the child
interested in reading your book the guide does not stop there after you have a quality book written follow the
steps to bring your book to market and have children reading it from every corner of the globe you can have
the best book ever written but if nobody knows about it it will go unread avoid the pitfalls of many writers and
follow these steps children s book author rusty w baker and his series of children s books have successfully
done every step that he references in this guide take it from someone that has already been there you need
this guide about the expert rusty w baker has several short children s stories to his credit his most notable of
children s stories is the peter porcupine series he wrote his first story when he was just a child in the 2nd
grade of elementary school about an alien encounter and employed his older brother to illustrate the short
story for him he is a father of 7 children 3 grandchildren and an uncle to 28 children his dive into the
psychological aspect of any age range of children far surpasses his years in this guide you will be able to tap
into his experiences with what children like and what they will read he has successfully written illustrated
published marketed and sold all of his short stories through various online bookstores and is currently working
on a contract with a major publisher name withheld by request howexpert publishes quick how to guides on all
topics from a to z by everyday experts

Any Child Can Write
1978

if you want to write a children s book then get how to write a children s book by a person with real life
experience and knowledge in this topic if you have ever wanted to write a true children s classic then you must
dive into a child s mind to see what makes them tick within the pages of this guide all your questions will be
expertly answered in a way that is simple and easy to read follow along and discover how a children s story is
written from finding out what a child prefers to read to getting the most from your marketing efforts every
aspect from beginning to end is covered within the pages of this guide understand why some children s books
such as a dr seuss classic succeed while other seemingly well written children s books fail within this guide
you will understand what components of a story make up a children s story and how to keep the child
interested in reading your book the guide does not stop there after you have a quality book written follow the
steps to bring your book to market and have children reading it from every corner of the globe you can have
the best book ever written but if nobody knows about it it will go unread avoid the pitfalls of many writers and
follow these steps children s book author rusty w baker and his series of children s books have successfully
done every step that he references in this guide take it from someone that has already been there you need
this guide click buy now to get it now

How To Write a Children's Book
2012-06-30

julie cigman uses a vast range of personal vignettes to explain best practice when encouraging boys to write



the theory is brought to life with these recollections making this a very informative and enjoyable book to read
the ideas for working together with boys are beautifully simple and are tried and tested this book would
support both experienced practitioners and those who are just starting out because it is so accessible and uses
examples in such a delightful way kathy brodie early years consultant ukearly years consultant uk julie cigman
has given us a practical and principled way forward in supporting boys writing this book is shot through with
rich examples of effective practice and deserves to be widely used young boys writing is bought alive for us in
these pages and the groundedness in practice demonstrates how boys achievement in writing can be
appropriately supported from an early age this is a book for everyone interested in promoting early literacy
development an excellent read and a practical compendium professor cathy nutbrown school of education the
university of sheffield how do we give young children a writers voice and allow them to become creative and
inspired writers supporting boys writing in the early years shows you how you can help boys to become
confident and capable writers by supporting them to write in ways that make sense to them on the move
outside and inside in dens in bushes in mud or sprawled on the floor dressed as superheroes drawing on four
boys writing projects involving over 80 practitioners the book reveals that a playful child centred approach can
allow boys and girls to develop a writers voice and raise attainment in writing as well as enhancing all aspects
of young children s development with a strong focus on observation led assessment and planning the book is
full of practical ideas to improve the writing environment and provide writing opportunities that will be
enjoyable and motivating for children featuring a wide range of case studies it covers the stages that children
move through in learning to write how you can change and develop your learning environments to give
children inspiring resources and opportunities to write helping children to find a purpose to write through
their play practical ways to create a partnership with parents that builds on their strengths as educators at
home this book will help you to create a truly enabling environment for writing and is essential reading for all
those that want the children in their setting to become confident motivated and creative writers

How to Write a Children's Book
2016-01-27

learning to write and loving it equips teachers of young children with practical strategies assessment tools and
motivating writing activities that are based on current research and proven practice and are easily applicable
to all kinds of learning environments included are many authentic writing samples and photos to illustrate
effective developmentally appropriate instructional methods mini lessons and activities sought after author
and speaker miriam p trehearne demonstrates how to scaffold play and literacy learning and how to easily link
assessment to instruction key features differentiate using effective instructional approaches for teaching
writing and supporting inquiry and play assess and document student writing seamlessly throughout the day
motivate and engage children in writing fiction narrative nonfiction poetry and song enjoy learning with a
powerful collection of vignettes from real classrooms and use teacher friendly guidelines for effectively
integrating technology and selecting software for young children a companion cd offers modifiable
reproducibles observation checklists assessments and projects for parents to do with their young children
learn how to successfully scaffold writing and in the process foster cross curricular skills in science social
studies and math research shows that writing provides a strong foundation for literacy development further
writing helps children express themselves clarify their thinking communicate ideas and integrate new
information into their knowledge base publisher

Write from the Start
1985

a study of early writing in the very young

Supporting Boys' Writing in the Early Years
2014-05-30

build a classroom of excited talented young writers this wonderful teaching resource offers a complete
approach to creating a classroom of enthusiastic skillful student writers the authors provide a comprehensive
approach to teaching writing in the classroom this book offers the strategies teachers need to teach writing
skills that meet national standards and to produce excellent results from children topics addressed in this
guidebook include creating the writing classroom teaching the writing process teaching effective writing
strategies teaching elements of story structure teaching the advanced craft of writing and using a writer s
workshop to teach good writing writing is a great differentiator during the writer s workshop each student is
engaged in meaningful ways pulling together more than three decades of practical experience and research on



the best strategies for teaching writing writing like writers offers a friendly easy to use guide for any teacher
seeking to build a classroom of successful writers grades 2 6

Learning to Write and Loving It! Preschool�Kindergarten
2011-08-17

writing for children is one of the most enjoyable things to do it is fun and easy it gives you an opportunity to
touch the lives of young children and adults in a memorable way writing for children opens up your
imagination and colors your world in a way that only creative thinking and writing can do in this book how to
write a children s book the author has laid out an easy to use format for writing the great thing about this book
is that it gives you the format for writing a children s book as you go the steps in this book are cumulative
allowing you to work on your book at any pace you desire life gets busy so this book gives you an easy way to
still have a book on the way inspite of a busy life the author children s books can be found at amazon com
author debragriffin i have written 10 stories and have more stored up to be written this kit gives a format for
storing information which ultimately stimulates creative juices amazon com author debragriffin

The Craft of Children's Writing
1985

children want to write is a collection of donald graves most significant writings paired with recovered video
tapes that illuminate his research and his inspiring work with teachers see the earliest documented use of
invented spelling the earliest attempts to guide young children through a writing process the earliest
conferences this collection allows you to see this revolutionary shift in writing instruction with its emphasis on
observation reflection and approaching children as writers read chapter 3 follow the child

Writing Like Writers
2021-09-30

this classic text poses two questions what is it that a child learns when s he learns to write what can we learn
about children society and ourselves by looking at this process this book is based on close analysis of children
s writing

How To Write a Children's Book
2019-04-20

offers advice to teachers on how to set up writing workshops in kindergarten and first grade classrooms
describing ten writing workshop strategies and featuring tips on how to include parents in the writing
program

Writing with Children
2005

writing for kids can be fun and rewarding if you can break into the competitive world of children s book
publishing learn how to write and promote a children s book that will impress any publisher

Children Want to Write
2013

this book has tips on how to write and publish a book for kids and advice on writing children s books it has
been compiled and edited by katie davis director of the institute for writers and the associated institute of
children s literature these two schools have taught over 404 000 students how to write a book for children and
get published katie davis is the award winning author of the amazon bestseller how to promote your children s
book



Learning to Write
2016-06-22

best selling new zealand author joy cowley author of hundreds of books including the classic mrs wishy washy
offers an indispensable manual for those who are called to write for children brimming with down to earth
advice and keen insight the book draws on cowley s lifetime of writing and teaching writers from plot to
dialogue and on through discipline and humor editing and presentation cowley reveals the whys and hows of
telling stories that will captivate young readers above all cowley reminds writers to keep your serious adult
voice under control and let the child within you grow wings to fly with the child out there

Wishes, Lies and Dreams
1971

provide students with practice writing on demand prompts using write what you think for students in grades 3
and up with more than 350 thought provoking creative writing prompts this 80 page book inspires students to
write by asking questions that are relevant to their lives it includes activities for writing in different genres
and provides opportunities for teachers to evaluate writing and give feedback on technical development

Never Too Early to Write
1999

revised and updated this essential and practical guide by an award winning children s author explains how to
write books for children from where to look to inspiration to practical advice on how to create characters and
structure a plot

The Everything Guide to Writing Children's Books
2011-01-18

How to Write a Children's Book
2016

Writing for Children
1993

Writing from the Heart
2011-07-01

Write What You Think!, Grades 3 - 8
2007-06-11

The Way to Write for Children
1998-11-15
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